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Details of Visit:

Author: Nonvanillasales
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Mon 14 Jul 2014 14:15
Duration of Visit: 30 Minutes
Amount Paid: 60
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Profile Name: Annabellas MK
Website: http://www.annabellasescorts.com/home.php
Phone: 01908234646
Phone: 01908711821

The Premises:

Went to the new establishment in Fenny Stratford, very easy to find, yet very discrete, with an off
street entrance with kind of a lobby area (no windows) before you ring the bell so no standing
around looking conspicuous if the can't answer the door right away.

The room I was shown too was a large Double/Master bedroom very nicely decorated (which as far
as I can tell is mirrored through the rest of the venue), with a large comfy bed, mirrors ect, and a
large ENSUIT Toilet/shower, which worked perfectly, and was at temperature in seconds, so no
chance if loosing the first 5 mins of a booking waiting for the bathroom to become free or to work
properly!

The Lady:

5'9'' Blonde, with a nice Slim figure and great C-D cup boobs, which are both pert and firm. Her
profile is a very accurate depiction of the Lady who you will meet.

The Story:

The choice available in MK on any given day is immense, and if anything, can make the decision
tough.

As annabellas/hod had a new venue opening I thought I'd shorten my options to the lady's there,
but let fate decide by doing a walk in.

Once I was let in ( rather swiftly ) I was shown to the above spacious room, told that Katie and
Chelsea were free and would be through in a moment to introduce themselves.

Katie was very attractive with amazingly long tanned legs, however, Chelsea had a little "Je nes
sais quoi" so opted for her.

Jumped into the shower for a quick spruce up, and by the time I was out Chelsea was awaiting me
in the room in a slinky black dress.
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She greeted my with a smile and a lovely bout of FK, then moved to stroking me through my towel, I
was then led to the bed and asked to lay down.

With a little wiggle the dress slinks off to the floor, ahead of C starting a great piece of slow sensual
OWO.

This was followed by some more FK/DFK, before moving to the main event with mish, doggy and
fucking from behind in front of the mirrors.

I must say the latter is great. watching her boobs wobble as you thrust and looking into her eyes at
the same time, just WOW!

Time was coming to an end, and I opted to cum over those great boobs, so Chelsea knelt I from of
the full length mirror to take me in her mouth for a final OWO session while I watched from all
angles then took out the old chap to finish me with HR whilst stroking her nipples, all of which was
done with almost continuous eye contact.

All in all, a wonderful lady, and a wonderful Punt.
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